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1. Micro meso macro : Addressing complex systems couplings / Hans Liljenstrom,
Uno Svedin. _ New Jersey : World scientific, 2005. _ 363tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 338.5
Số ĐKCB : 00000021673 - 00000021684
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2. Chaos in chemistry and biochemistry / Richard J. Fied, La1szlo1 Gyorgyi. _ New
Jersey : World scientific, 1993. _ 289tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 540
Số ĐKCB : 00000021705 - 00000021719
3. Douglas rayner hartree : His life in science and computing / Froese Fischer. _
New Jersey : World scientific, 2003. _ 224tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 510
Số ĐKCB : 00000022046 - 00000022230

4. Graph algorithms and applications / Roberto Tamassia, Ioannis G Tollis. _ New
Jersey : World Scientific, 2002. _ 427tr ;24cm
Tóm tắt: This book contains volumes 1-3 of the Journal of Graph
Algorithms and Applications (JGAA). Topics of interest include design
and analysis of graph algorithms, experiences with graph algorithms,
and applications of graph algorithms. JGAA is supported by
distinguished advisory and editorial boards, has high scientific
standards, and takes advantage of current electronic document technology. The electronic
version of JGAA is available on the Web
Số phân loại : 511.5
Số ĐKCB : 00000022231 - 00000022240
5. Introduction to A - trees / Ian Chiswell. _ New Jersey : Worl scientific, 2001. _
315tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 515
Số ĐKCB : 00000021695 - 00000021704
6. Invariants for pattern recognition and classification : Series in machine
perception and artificial intelligence / Marcos A Rodrigues. _ New jersey : World
scientific, 2000. _ 233tr ;24cm

Số phân loại: 510
Số ĐKCB : 00000022058 - 00000022192
7. Perturbation methods, instability, catastrophe and chaos / C F Chan Man Fong, D
De Kee. _ New Jersey : World Scientific, 1999. _ 260tr ;28cm

Số phân loại : 515.35
Số ĐKCB : 00000022071 - 00000022080
8. Progress in experimental and theoretical studies of clusters : Advanced series in
physical chemistry / Tamotsu Kondow, Fumitaka Mafune. _ New Jersey : World
Scientific, 2003. _ 281tr ;24cm
Tóm tắt: The cluster which is an ensemble of two thousands of
atoms or molecules, has emerged as a completely new class of
materials at the frontier of materials science. The frontier of cluster
science extends so rapidly that the map of the science is renewed day
by day. In order to provide basic knowledge and recent information
on this growing field, 14 world-renowned scientists who are actively
involved experimentally and theoretically in cluster science have
written this book, which is concise, comprehensive, suitable for
students at both the undergraduate and the graduate level, as well as
people who work outside cluster science.
Số phân loại : 540
Số ĐKCB : 00000022081 - 00000022090
9. Quantum probability & related topics / L.Accardi, A. Frigerio, A . Holevo. _ New
Jersy : World scientific, 1991. _ 523tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 519
Số ĐKCB : 00000021655 - 00000021664
10. Quips, quotes and quanta : An anecdotal history of physics / Anton Capri. _ 2nd
edition. _ New Jersey : World scientific, 2011. _ 238tr ;24cm
Tóm tắt: When a ship's surgeon during a routine episode of
bloodletting noticed that the sailors' blood was brighter in the tropics
than in the north, he hypothesized that heat was a form of energy.
When a young boy tried to visualize what a beam of light would
look like by riding alongside it at the same speed, he began thinking
along lines that eventually changed our views of space and time.
When a student caught hay fever and went to recover on Heligoland,

he started a major revolution in physics. These are but just some of
the stories covered in this entertaining book that deals with the
history of physics from the end of the 19th-century to about 1930.
Quips, Quotes and Quanta (2nd Edition) is unique in that it contains
anecdotes on physicists creating new ideas. Often the thinking of the
creators of what is now called ''modern physics'' is revealed through
quotes. Thematic and biographical in nature, this book also includes
many personal incidents. This second edition has been revised to
include new material: a prologue, epilogue, glossary and chronology,
and photographs as well as additional quotes and anecdotes.
Số phân loại : 530.09
Số ĐKCB : 00000022121 - 00000022125
11. Random walk1 sequential analysis and related topics :A festschrift in Honer of
Yuan - Shih chow / Agnes Chao Hsiung, Zhiliang Ying, Cun - Hui Zhang. _ New Jersey
: World Scientific, 2006. _ 387tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 515
Số ĐKCB : 00000021635 - 00000021644
12. Structural aspects in the theory of probability / Heyer Herbert, Pap Gyula. _ New
Jersey : World scientific, 2010. _ 412tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 519.2
Số ĐKCB : 00000021645 - 00000021654
13. The solution of the K ( GV) Problem : ICP Advanced texts in mathematics /
Peter Schmid. _ New Jersey : World Scienticfic, 2007. _ 232tr ;24cm
Tóm tắt: The k(GV) conjecture claims that the number of conjugacy
classes (irreducible characters) of the semidirect product GV is
bounded above by the order of V. Here V is a finite vector space and

G a subgroup of GL(V) of order prime to that of V. It may be
regarded as the special case of Brauer's celebrated k(B) problem
dealing with p-blocks B of p-solvable groups (p a prime). Whereas
Brauer's problem is still open in its generality, the k(GV) problem
has recently been solved, completing the work of a series of authors
over a period of more than forty years. In this book the
developments, ideas and methods, leading to this remarkable result,
are described in detail.
Số phân loại : 515.7223
Số ĐKCB : 00000022193 - 00000022202
14. Thinking about godel and turing essays on complexity, 1970 - 2007 / Gregory J
Chaitin, Paul Davies. _ New Jersey : World scientific, 2008. _ 347tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 510
Số ĐKCB : 00000021770 - 00000021779
15. World scientific series in 20th century mathematics selected papers of F.W.J
Olver : Part II / Roderick Wong. _ New Jersey : World scientific, 2000. _ 1072tr ;25cm

Số phân loại : 510
Số ĐKCB : 00000021735 - 00000021744
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16. A passion for life my bifetime companion elicia / Cheng - Wen Wu, Chwan - Wen
Liu. _ New Jersey : World scientific, 2010. _ 330tr ;24cm

Số phân loại : 158
Số ĐKCB : 00000021720 - 00000021729
17. Acute renal failure in practice / Paul Glynne, Andrew Allen, Charles Pusey. _
Singapore : Imperial College Press, 2002. _ 575tr ;26cm

Số phân loại : 616.614
Số ĐKCB : 00000021833 - 00000021843

18. Bernard G.Sarnat 20th century plastic surgeon and biological scientist / Lestrel
Pete E. _ New Jersey : World sientific, 2008. _ 335tr ;24cm
Tóm tắt: This is a biography of Bernard G Sarnat, SB, MD, MS,
DDS, FACS, a remarkable man who lived for most of the 20th
century. Born in 1912 in the USA, he was the son of immigrant
parents from Belarus, a former republic of the USSR. He received
his MD degree from the University of Chicago, and his MS and
DDS degrees from the University of Illinois. Dr Sarnat was a
practitioner in the formative years of modern plastic surgery as well
as an internationally known biological researcher in the area of
craniofacial biology. He was one of the first bone researchers to
apply the
Số phân loại : 617.95092
Số ĐKCB : 00000022213 - 00000022222
19. Chemical dynamics in extreme environments / Rainer A. Dressler. _ Singapore :
World Scientific, 2001. _ 617 tr ;23cm. _ (Advanced series in physical chemistry ;v. 11)
Tóm tắt: As computing power increases, a growing number of
macroscopic phenomena are modeled at the molecular level.
Consequently, new requirements are generated for the understanding

of molecular dynamics in exotic conditions.This book illustrates the
importance of detailed chemical dynamics and the role it plays in the
phenomenology of a number of extreme environments. Each chapter
addresses one or more extreme environments, outlines the associated
chemical mechanisms of relevance, and then covers the leading edge
science that elucidates the chemical coupling. The chapters exhibit a
balance between theory and experiment, gas phase, solid state, and
surface dynamics, and geophysical and technical environments.
Số phân loại : 541.3
Số ĐKCB : 00000021941 - 00000021957
20. Epidemiology and Plant Ecology: Principles and Applications / Jos Frantzen. _
Singapore : World Scientific, 2007. _ 172 tr ;24cm
Tóm tắt: The spatial aspects of epidemics have been a largely
ignored feature of plant ecology, yet an understanding of the spatial
dynamics of pathogens is essential to quantifying the impact of
diseases on wild plants. Moreover, it may provide valuable
information for the control of human diseases. This seminal work
fulfills such a role by describing the basics of botanical
epidemiology within the context of plant ecology. A variety of
models are covered to estimate key parameters at both the individual
plant and population levels, with emphasis on the value of spatialtemporal models in the evolutionary dynamics of pathogens.
Practical methods are presented to validate these models, thus
making this book accessible to theorists and empiricists alike.
Số phân loại : 630
Số ĐKCB : 00000021897 - 00000021910

